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Living polymers in a size-asymmetric electrolyte

Sorin Bastea*
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~Received 13 February 2002; published 7 August 2002!

A living polymers transition is found in molecular dynamics simulations of a charge-symmetric size-
asymmetric electrolyte with no anisotropic interactions. The fluid has strong polymeric character at low tem-
peratures, where it consists of large, alternating-charge linear chains and rings in chemical equilibrium. A
mean-field theory of chain association is consistent with the existence of such a transition. In the polymeric
phase, the system is very weakly conducting or electrically insulating.
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Ionic systems are rather ubiquitous in nature, rang
from molten salts to the electrolyte solutions crucial for t
functioning of living cells, to even pure water at very hig
densities@1#. A decisive step in understanding how the lon
range character of the Coulomb potential determines the
havior of ionic systems has long proved to be the Deb
Hückel theory of screening by counterions@2#. The
introduction of the physically appealing notion of ionic pa
ing led to an additional refinement of these ideas and
allowed the recent development of successful theories
criticality in simple electrolyte models@3#. The formation of
ionic pairs and higher-order clusters was initially observ
and characterized in symmetric electrolytes@4# and it is now
understood to be an essential feature of ionic systems@5–9#.
Recent work has revealed that ionic clustering is even m
pronounced in size-asymmetric model electrolytes and
associated with an unexpected behavior of their phase c
istence regions@6,7#. Size asymmetry is of course the nor
in numerous circumstances, e.g., colloid science@10# or sys-
tems with significant ionic character such as LiCl, NaH, e
We present molecular dynamics simulations of a si
asymmetric electrolyte with isotropic interactions, whe
strong ionic clustering produces a continuous polymeriza
transition to a phase with very weakly conducting or insul
ing character.

We study a system ofN/2 positive charges1q and N/2
negative charges2q interacting through potentials

v i j ~r !5ui j ~r !1
qiqj

4pD0r
~1!

( i , j 51,2). D0 is the vacuum dielectric permeability, an
ui j (r ) are exponential-6 potentials,

ui j ~r !5eFAe2a(r /r i j )2BS r i j

r D 6G ~2!

with well depth e corresponding to distancer i j ; A
56ea/(a26), B5a/(a26), anda513. The Born-Mayer
exponential term provides a good description of the repuls
short-range interactions that occur between closed-shel
oms or ions, e.g., in molten salts@11#. When modified to
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include many-body effects, such simple ionic models app
to have a rather wide range of applicability@12#. We setq
51 in units of the electron chargee and impose an extrem
size asymmetry by choosingr 1150 andr 125r 22/2, i.e.,
the positive ions are point charges. We choose as a rele
length scale the position of the minimum ofv12(r ), which
we denote byd12 , d12.0.67r 12 . This is appropriate at
low temperatures where it should allow a comparison w
the charged hard-core models usually studied. The total
duced number density isr* 5rd12

3 , r5N/V, and the re-
duced temperatureT* 5kBT/E0, with E05q2/4pD0d12 .
Most of the simulations were performed withN52048 par-
ticles in the microcanonical~NVE! ensemble, in a box with
periodic boundary conditions, at reduced densityr* 50.12
and reduced temperaturesT* in the range 0.0065 to 0.0365
The reduced simulation box length wasL* 5L/d12.26;
simulations withL* .35 (N55324) were also performed t
verify the influence of finite-size effects. The energy scale
the short-range potentials was set toe/E0.2.431023. The
Coulomb interactions were handled using the Ewald sum
tion technique with conducting boundary conditions. T
system was typically equilibrated for 531042105 time
steps, using successively velocity rescaling, Andersen t
mostat, and normal~NVE! molecular dynamics. The accumu
lation runs consisted of at least 53105 time steps.

At the lowest temperatures, the pair correlation functio
signal a strongly structured fluid, Fig. 1. The opposite-cha
pair correlation functiong12(r ) exhibits a very sharp pea
at small distances, one that might be expected, for exam
if significant ionic pairing takes place. An analysis of th
coordination number as a function of distance,N12(r )
5(r/2)*0

r g12(r 8)4pr 82 dr8, Fig. 1 ~inset!, reveals, how-
ever, the presence of two opposite-charge nearest neigh
an indication of alternating-charge chain association. The
portance of such polymeric structures for the thermodyna
ics of electrolytes has been suggested before in the conte
size-symmetric systems@5# and has been recently reinforce
by Monte Carlo simulations of size-asymmetric hard-co
electrolytes@6,7#. Due to the large size asymmetry, their co
tribution is dominant here, apparently leading—see F
1—to a continuous transition between a nonstructured iso
pic fluid at high temperatures to a structured isotropic fluid
low temperatures.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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The formation of large structures in ionic systems can
understood using appropriate clustering definitions as
introduced for ionic systems by Gillan@4#. Gillan’s original
analysis of cluster populations labels an ion as belonging
cluster if the smallest distance between the ion and o
cluster ions is less than a certain distanceRC . We useRC
51.5d12 , which is a good approximation for the position
the first minimum ofg12(r ). We note, however, that th
low-temperature analysis is insensitive to the choice ofRC in
a significant range. The same is true if we adopt a m
restrictive definition of clustering, i.e., one that requires t
an ion be ‘‘linked’’ to a cluster through an ion of opposi
charge. We find that at low temperatures the system con
of large alternating-charge chains and rings that behav
living polymers, i.e., break and recombine continuously le
ing to a temperature-dependent equilibrium size distributi
The lifetime of these linear polymers, particularly the smal
ones, is rather long, which explains the extremely long tim
needed to equilibrate the system. Figure 2 shows snaps
of the motion of such a small ring at the lowest temperat
simulated, which diffuses as a well-defined entity and exh
its the vibrational and rotational motions specific of a regu
polymer.

The association of neutral monomers in linear polym
under conditions of chemical equilibrium leads to a contin

FIG. 1. Opposite-charge pair correlation functionsg12(r ) at
T* 50.0065 ~dotted line!, T* 50.016 ~solid line!, T* 50.024
~dashed line!, and corresponding coordination numbersN12(r )
~inset!.

FIG. 2. Snapshots of the motion of a small alternating-cha
ring at intervals of 150 000 time steps;T* 50.0065.
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ous polymerization transition accompanied by a maximum
the specific heat signaling the onset of chain formation@13#.
The position of the maximum is a measure of the associat
or ‘‘bond’’ energy within a chain. Such a transition is als
apparently taking place in the ionic size-asymmetric syst
that we are simulating. We therefore calculate the cons
volume specific heat,cV5(]E/]T)V /N, as a function of
temperature in the microcanonical ensemble using
equilibrium kinetic energy fluctuations,^K 2&2^K&2

5(3/2)NkB
2T2(123kB/2cV) @14#. The maximum ofcV , Fig.

3, places the continuous polymerization transition atTp*
.0.016, in agreement with the position of energyE5E(T)
and pressurep5p(T) inflection points.

It is remarkable that in the living polymers systems p
viously studied, the association of monomers into chains
driven by strong anisotropic interactions, which many tim
are of a dipolar nature@15#. While in the present case n
such anisotropy is present, isotropic long-range~Coulomb!
interactions mediated by extreme size asymmetry lead
similar characteristic behavior. This could perhaps be att
uted to an enhanced tendency for dipolar pairing due to
asymmetry. However, although the chain size distribut
above the polymerization temperature is peaked atn52 ~di-
polar pairs!, the distribution of ion fractions making up iden
tical size chains is not, with the value for pairs remaini
very small, of the order 1022. Nevertheless, energy consid
erations also suggest that the formation of chains is favo
in systems with large size asymmetry@6,7#. If the propensity
for chain formation is assumed to prevail for such elect
lytes, a mean-field theory for charged associating chains
be formulated, as in the case of neutral living polymers@16#.
At the simplest level such a theory~see below! does not
include the size asymmetryper se, but only implicitly in the
chain association assumption. The system is assumed to
mixture of alternating-charge chains which are electrica
neutral when containing equal numbers of positive and ne

e

FIG. 3. Specific heatcV from simulations~circles! and mean-
field theory~solid line! after a temperature rescaling~see text!. In-
set: average chain sizena from simulations withN52048 particles
~circles!, N55324 ~filled diamonds!, and mean-field theory~solid
line!; arrow indicatesTp* .
1-2
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tive ions and with charge6q otherwise. At low densities, the
free energy of such a system can be written as

f 5
F

VkBT
52

3

2
r ln T1 (

n51
r2n

0 ~ ln r2n
0 21!

1 (
n50

@r2n11
1 ~ ln r2n11

1 21!

1r2n11
2 ~ ln r2n11

2 21!#2 (
n51

rn ln Kn1 f DH~rc!,

~3!

wherer2n
0 and r2n

6 are densities of uncharged and charg
chains, respectively.Kn is the partition function of ann chain
and rc is the total density of charged chainsrc

5(n50(r2n11
1 1r2n11

2 ). The Debye-Hu¨ckel term

f DH~rc!52
1

4pd3 F ln~11kd!2kd1
~kd!2

2 G ~4!

includes an effective hard cored, that we set tod12 inde-
pendent of polymerization effects;k25q2rc /D0kBT. For the
n-chain partition function we useKn5@K2(T)#n21, with
K2(T) the dimer association constant in the low-temperat
Bjerrum approximation,K2(T)54pd12

3 T* exp(1/T* ) @3#,
neglecting interactions beyond nearest neighbors alon
chain. @Here we treat the short-range potentialu12(r ) as
effectively hard core, but this should introduce only sm
errors at low temperatures.# We note that if only 12
‘‘dimerization’’ is allowed, the above theory reduces to t
so-called Debye-Hu¨ckel-Bjerrum~DHBj! theory@3#. The en-
ergy of the system is the sum of kinetic, ‘‘bond,’’ and ion
terms,

e5
E

V
5

3

2
kBT1~r2r t!e21eDH~rc! ~5!

with r t the total chains density,r t5(n51rn , e252E0
1kBT the average12 ‘‘bond’’ energy, andeDH the Debye-
Hückel contribution,

eDH~rc!52
E0T*

8pd12
3

~kd12!3

11kd12
. ~6!

The chain size distributionrn is then obtained by minimizing
f at fixed densityr and temperatureT, with the constraint of
particle conservation,(n51nrn5r, and charge neutrality
(n50@r2n11

1 2r2n11
2 #50. We obtain

r2n
0 5K2

21e2nl, ~7!

r2n11
1 5r2n11

2 5K2
21e(2n11)l expS 2

] f DH

]rc
D , ~8!

wherer2n11
1 5r2n11

2 is a consequence of charge neutral
andl can be interpreted as the monomer chemical poten
The particle conservation condition can be recast as an e
02080
d

e

a

l
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tion for the charge densityrc , which after being solved nu
merically also allows the calculation ofr t . Substitution into
the energy equation yields the specific heat throughrcV
5]e/]Tur .

We find thatcV displays the characteristic maximum@13#
of a living polymers transition atTp0* .0.11. This is higher
than the transition temperature obtained in the simulatio
but it is not surprising given the many approximations
volved. In particular, theKn approximation used leads to
large overestimate even for the energy of long, strai
alternating-charge chains, while size-asymmetry-depend
packing and solvation effects, neglected here, should
crease the polymerization temperature by weakening
12 ‘‘bonds’’ @17#. After a suitable rescaling of the temper
ture, the calculatedcV is qualitatively compared with the
simulation results in Fig. 3. We note that the height of thecV
maximum is very well reproduced, along with the highe
temperature behavior. The low-temperature deviations, h
ever, are significant, probably due to the neglect of r
structures that appear to be very important below the tra
tion temperature. In fact, the cluster analysis yields mos
neutral structures at low temperatures, which is not well
produced by the above mean-field model.

Another signature of a continuous polymerization tran
tion is the rapid chain growth belowTp* @13#. We show in
Fig. 3 ~inset! the average chain sizena5(n51nrn /(n51rn
found in the simulations and with the above mean-field tre
ment after the same rescaling of the temperature used forcV .
The chain size atTp* is in good agreement with the theory, a
it is the overall behavior. The slower rise ofna in the simu-
lations than in the theory at low temperatures may be du
a depletion of linear chains due to rings formation, as no
before. It is worth pointing out that the finite-size effects th
appear to affectna for the smaller system size occur only
the lowest temperatures, far away fromTp* . We also estimate
an effective lifetimet of the polymeric chains by assumin
an initial exponential decay exp(2t/t) of the time correlation
function C(Dt)5^r t(t0)r t(t01Dt)&2^r t&

2 of the total
number of chainsr t ; t is, for example, of the order of 20
MD time steps atT* 50.01 ~compared with.53105 total
simulation steps!, although it may be significantly longer fo
the smaller chains and rings.

The formation of large chains and rings and the dom
nance of the neutral ones has important consequences fo
conduction properties of the polymeric phase. We calcu
the electrical conductivitys using the Green-Kubo expres
sion

s~ t !5
1

3VkBTE0

t

^ j ~ t8!• j ~0!&dt8, ~9!

where j (t)5(k51
N qkvk(t) is the charge current;s is evalu-

ated from the large times value ofs(t), s5 lim
t→`

s(t).

Below the transition temperature,s(t) exhibits very strong
oscillatory behavior and decays apparently to zero, i.e.,
polymeric phase is very weakly conducting or insulating; t
conductivities aboveTp* are shown in Fig. 4. As the tempera
ture increases, the conductivity also increases exhibiting
1-3
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activated behavior well described bys5s0 exp(2Eb* /T* ),
with Eb* .0.1. The conductivity increase is driven by an i
creasing charged clusters density, which occurs through
break-up of12 ‘‘bonds.’’ Eb can therefore be interpreted a
an effective ‘‘bond’’ strength, yieldingTp* /Eb* .0.16, which
is comparable with the value found in neutral living pol
mers of 0.25@13#. The possibility of an electrolyte insulatin
phase has been discussed before in the light of strong i
pairing at low densities, in the vapor region of symmet
ionic systems@11,18,19#. An insulating phase may arise he

FIG. 4. Electrical conductivity forT* .Tp* ~circles! and fit with
s5s0 exp(2Eb* /T* ) ~dotted line!.
an
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in connection with a living polymers transition in the liqui
region of the phase diagram. It should be noted that the v
slow dynamics of the system at low temperatures, leadin
the observed Arrhenius temperature dependence of the
ductivity, may render the question of the conducting or ins
lating character of the polymeric phase rather moot.

The chain associating tendency of size-asymmetric e
trolytes, underscored by the continuous polymerization tr
sition reported here, may interfere with the vapor-liquid c
existence and perhaps explain the observed reduction o
vapor-liquid phase separation region in electrolytes as
size asymmetry increases@6,7#. The competition between
chain association and liquid condensation has been stu
before for the case of neutral monomers, where it was fo
that vapor-liquid coexistence can become metastable u
strong chain association conditions@20#. This is also worth
exploring in the case of ionic systems, particularly beca
simulation results suggest that vapor-liquid coexistence m
persist in charge-symmetric size-asymmetric electroly
even for the extreme case of point cations@6#, while theoret-
ical calculations find no such coexistence@10#. Finally, we
note that polymeric behavior has been observed in mo
BeCl2 @21#, where it was found to be due to the strong p
larizability of the anion, coupled with the size-asymmetry
the ions. We find here that size-asymmetry alone may lea
living polymers behavior.
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